Letermovir and inhibitors of the terminase complex: a promising new class of investigational antiviral drugs against human cytomegalovirus
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Abstract: Infection with cytomegalovirus is prevalent in immunosuppressed patients. In solid organ transplant and hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients, cytomegalovirus infection is associated with high morbidity and preventable mortality. Prevention and treatment of cytomegalovirus with currently approved antiviral drugs is often associated with side effects that sometimes preclude their use. Moreover, cytomegalovirus has developed mutations that confer resistance to standard antiviral drugs. During the last decade, there have been calls to develop novel antiviral drugs that could provide better options for prevention and treatment of cytomegalovirus. Letermovir (AIC246) is a highly specific antiviral drug that is currently undergoing clinical development for the management of cytomegalovirus infection. It acts by inhibiting the viral terminase complex. Letermovir is highly potent in vitro and in vivo against cytomegalovirus. Because of a distinct mechanism of action, it does not exhibit cross-resistance with other antiviral drugs. It is predicted to be active against strains that are resistant to ganciclovir, foscarnet, and cidofovir. To date, early-phase clinical trials suggest a very low incidence of adverse effects. Herein, we present a comprehensive review on letermovir, from its postulated novel mechanism of action to the results of most recent clinical studies.
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Introduction

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is a prevalent infection that causes significant morbidity and mortality in immunosuppressed patients. The management of CMV infection and disease in immunocompromised patients consists of the use of antiviral drugs, together with efforts to minimize immunosuppression. The current antiviral drugs against CMV, ie, ganciclovir (GCV), foscarnet (PFA), and cidofovir (CDV), are associated with significant adverse effects. Moreover, there is emergence of CMV strains that have developed resistance to these antiviral drugs. These circumstances limit our therapeutic options, and highlight the need to develop novel compounds with potent clinical activity against CMV.

Impeding vital stages in the life cycle of CMV has been explored as novel avenues for antiviral therapy. The disruption of the viral termination process was recently pursued as one such target for viral inhibition. Such a process relies on disrupting essential protein molecules at a step in the life cycle beyond CMV DNA synthesis. The most promising compound in this novel drug class is letermovir (previously known as AIC246). In this article, we review the development of letermovir, its mechanism of action and pharmacokinetic profile, and the results of studies that have evaluated its safety and efficacy in humans.
Cytomegalovirus, its disease, and its treatment

CMV is the fifth member of the family Herpesviridae and is the prototype member of the subfamily β-Herpesvirinae, which also includes human herpesviruses 6 and 7. CMV is transmitted through contact with infected body fluid and secretions such as saliva. CMV infection is very common worldwide, with seroprevalence rates that range from 50% in the developed world, such as in the USA, to almost 100% in the developing world.

CMV infection in healthy individuals is often asymptomatic and generally behaves as a benign self-limiting illness. However, a deficiency (partial or complete) of a functioning immune response, whether of the humoral or the cellular type, can result in uncontrolled CMV replication that leads to clinical disease. Transplant recipients belong to the group at highest risk of CMV disease due to the necessary use of drugs that suppress the immune system in order to maintain the transplanted organs (for solid organ transplant recipients) and to treat or prevent graft-versus-host disease (for allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant [HSCT] recipients). In these immunocompromised patients, clinical disease due to CMV is commonly manifested as fever, bone marrow suppression, and a variety of end-organ diseases, such as pneumonitis, enteritis, and rarely, retinitis. In addition, CMV infection is associated with damaging indirect effects, such as increased risk of other infections, graft failure, and death.

Prevention and treatment of CMV infection and disease after solid organ transplant and HSCT is accomplished with use of antiviral drugs. Antiviral treatment is often complemented by reduction, if feasible, of drug-induced immuno-suppression. The three antiviral drugs that are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for CMV treatment are the nucleoside analog GCV, and its valine-ester prodrug valganciclovir (VGCV), the nucleotide analog CDV, and the pyrophosphate analog PFA. These three antiviral drugs are highly active against CMV, but their use is often associated with adverse effects. For example, treatment with GCV (and VGCV), which are the workhorses for management of CMV after transplantation, is commonly complicated by bone marrow suppression that limits its use particularly as prophylaxis in HSCT recipients due to concerns for delayed (or impaired) bone marrow engraftment. Such effects of GCV (and VGCV) are also a common concern among solid organ transplant recipients who are simultaneously receiving other myelosuppressive drugs (eg, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and mycophenolate mofetil).

The nephrotoxicity of CDV and PFA and the common electrolyte disturbances caused by PFA are the major barriers that restrict their use as first-line agents for prevention and treatment of CMV-related disease. Often, transplant patients are receiving other drugs (eg, tacrolimus and calcineurin inhibitors) that augment the risk for renal insufficiency.

CMV biology as targets for antiviral therapy

CMV genome and DNA synthesis

The human CMV genome is large, consisting of a 230 kbp linear double-stranded DNA. It has unique long (UL) and unique short (US) sequences that have numerous open reading frames encoding structural and functional proteins. Two of them, UL97 and UL54, are relevant in the context of antiviral therapeutics, as discussed later.

GCV and its prodrug VGCV are nucleosides that require phosphorylation in order to become active. The first-step of this triphosphorylation is catalyzed by a viral kinase encoded by UL97. Mutations in UL97 that impair viral kinase synthesis account for the most common forms of GCV resistance by CMV. Subsequent diphosphorylation and triphosphorylation are catalyzed by host cellular guanylate and phosphoglycerate kinases, resulting in active GCV triphosphate that serves as a competitive substrate for CMV DNA polymerase during viral DNA synthesis.

Similar to GCV and VGCV, the other two approved antiviral drugs (CDV and PFA) inhibit CMV replication by interfering with the function of CMV DNA polymerase. Their incorporation by CMV DNA polymerase results in the termination of viral DNA synthesis. CMV DNA polymerase is encoded by UL54. Mutations in UL54 have been reported (at a rate lower than UL97 mutation) resulting in varying degrees of cross-resistance among GCV, CDV, and PFA.

DNA maturation, packaging, and the terminase complex

During CMV replication, viral DNA for each emerging virion is not produced separately. Instead, it is synthesized as a long DNA chain containing multiple repeated gene sequences (known as concateners). Each gene sequence repetition (monomer) constitutes the genetic material for one virion. The concatameric DNA will therefore need to undergo cleavage into multiple unit-length monomers that will be subsequently packaged into a viral capsid prior to its release as an infective virion. This maturation, packaging, and termination process is performed by a group of proteins...
collectively known as the “terminase complex.” Inhibition of the termination process is the proposed mechanism of antiviral activity by the novel drug letermovir.

The CMV terminase complex is comprised of two proteins, pUL89 and pUL56, that interact synergistically. As noted earlier, the main function of the terminase complex is to cleave CMV concatemers into single units of functional CMV monomers. The terminase complex further interacts with portal (viral capsid) proteins to facilitate DNA translocation into the capsid. The structure of the terminase complex is conserved across members of herpesviruses, but it is not shared with human cells. Consequently, at least in theory, drugs that interact with this complex are virus-selective and specific, and spare human cells.

Specifically, the pUL56, which is encoded by UL56, participates in the DNA packaging process in three ways: it recognizes the specific sites where viral DNA will be cleaved; it produces adenosine triphosphate (ATP) necessary for DNA translocation; and it combines with capsid proteins to allow translocation of DNA into the viral capsid. The subunit pUL89, which is encoded by UL89, contains an N-terminal moiety with ATPase function that provides energy for DNA cleavage and translocation and a C-terminal side with nuclease activity responsible for DNA cleavage. Its C-terminal edge also serves as a potential site for synergistic interaction with pUL56, thereby enhancing overall nuclease activity that cleaves CMV DNA concatamer into monomeric unit-length pieces. The cleavage sites are indicated by two conserved motifs located at the end of each unit-length monomer.

Both pUL56 and pUL89 terminase subunits are synthesized in the cytoplasm of CMV-infected cells. Hence, they need to be transported into the nucleus to exert their vital functions. The pUL56 translocation into the nucleus appears to be mediated by interaction of the “nuclear localization signal” (a short amino acid segment in the carboxy-terminal of pUL56) and translocation-protein importin α. The pUL56 and importin α form a stable complex with importin β, and the complex interacts with filaments of the nuclear pore for its translocation to the nucleus. Once inside, importin subunits dissociate, leaving the pUL56 available for packaging of CMV DNA. The association of pUL56 with pUL89 results in enhanced endonuclease activity.

After the viral DNA concatamer undergoes cleavage, it is transported inside an empty viral procapsid. This process is orchestrated by the interaction of the terminase complex and “portal proteins” found on the surface of viral procapsids. The portal proteins are large macromolecules that are arranged in rings and associate with procapsid proteins, forming a “pore” that serves as a port of entry for viral DNA. The DNA translocation process requires the functional interaction among portal proteins, viral procapsid and the terminase complex subunits. In particular, the pUL56 forms a stable structure with viral procapsid and interacts with portal protein pUL104, forming part of the ring structure that allows DNA translocation. The ATP for DNA translocation is provided by pUL56. To complete the termination process, there is a second DNA cleavage that liberates the unit-length monomeric genome from the remaining concatemeric DNA chain. The proteins pUL51, pUL52, pUL77, and pUL93 are believed to be part of the terminase complex or to participate in the DNA packaging process. Other proteins that may also be important to the termination process include pUL86 (major capsid protein), pUL85 (minor capsid protein), pUL46 (minor capsid protein binding protein), pUL47/48 (smallest capsid protein), pUL80.5 (assembly protein), and pUL80a (proteinase precursor protein). Collectively, viral termination appears to be a highly complex process that is facilitated by numerous interacting protein molecules.

**Letermovir and inhibitors of the CMV terminase complex**

**Benzimidazoles and sulfonamides**

The first terminase inhibitors, 2,5,6-trichloro-1-β-D-ribofuranosyl benzimidazole (TCRB) and 2-bromo-5,6-dichloro-1-(β-D-ribofuranosyl)benzimidazole (BDCRB), were initially developed as anticancer drugs. The effect of BDCRB and TCRB on CMV replication did not involve the inhibition of viral DNA synthesis, but instead the drugs caused the production of virions that had left-end-truncated genomes inside their capsid. This finding led to the suspicion that the benzimidazole compounds inhibited CMV replication at a stage distal to viral DNA synthesis. This hypothesis was reinforced when resistance mutations to BDCRB and TCRB were mapped to UL56 (Q204R) and UL89 (D344E and A355T), which encode for proteins involved in DNA processing and packaging.

Subsequent studies have shown that BDCRB inhibits the interaction of the C-terminal side of pUL56 and the portal protein pUL104. As mentioned previously, this is an essential step that facilitates DNA monomer translocation into viral procapsids. The Q204R mutation of UL56 is speculated as the site of action of BDCRB, and such interference with the DNA binding site by the drug would inhibit cleavage and halt the replication process. Another hypothesis is that BDCRB affects the functional structures of pUL56, which is
normally a dimer of two ring-shaped structures. The point of union of these two dimers is in proximity to the zinc-finger domain affected by the Q204R mutation. Accordingly, it is possible that BDCRB inhibits the formation of pUL56 dimers and subsequently impairs the ability to recognize the DNA molecule. Notably, CMV strains resistant to TCRB and BDCRB have mutations not only in UL56 and UL89, but also in UL104 (which encodes for portal proteins).36

The sulfonamide BAY 38-4766 has been shown to inhibit CMV replication. CMV that is resistant to GCV, CDV, and PFA remained susceptible to BAY 38-4766, suggesting a unique mechanism of action other than viral DNA synthesis. Sulfonamide-resistant CMV strains were found to have mutations in UL89 and UL104,37 thereby suggesting that BAY 38-4766 interferes with the terminase complex. However, there was no cross-resistance between the sulfonamide-resistant and BDCRB-resistant strains. Thus, while these compounds interrupt the DNA maturation process, they have different resistance mutations, and are likely to act at different DNA maturation sites; these observations highlight the highly complex nature of the viral termination complex. These compounds, however, are currently not undergoing further clinical development.16,18,38,39

**Letermovir**

Letermovir (AIC246 or MK-8228), a 3,4-dihydro-quinazoline-4-yl-acetic acid derivative, is the prototype viral terminase complex inhibitor that is most advanced in its clinical development. The novel compound was initially developed by AiCuris after high-throughput screening, hit-to-lead optimization, structure-activity relationship, and pharmacological analyses.38 By 2009, it had undergone a Phase I clinical trial in healthy volunteers and a Phase IIa proof-of-concept trial in a small cohort of kidney transplant recipients.40 Its preclinical data and proposed mechanism of action was presented in 2010 at the International Herpesvirus Workshop (Salt Lake City, UT, USA). In October 2010, the drug was used for the compassionate treatment of a lung transplant patient with CMV disease due to multidrug-resistant CMV.41 In April 2011, the drug was granted orphan drug designation for prevention of CMV disease by the European Commission. In August 2011, the US Food and Drug Administration granted it a fast track designation. In 2012, the results of Phase IIb clinical trials using letemovir in bone marrow transplant patients were presented at various international meetings, and the data were subsequently published in 2014.42 Its continued clinical development is currently undertaken in agreement with Merck. Table 1 summarizes the information to date on letemovir. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of letemovir, the antivirals currently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration, and other investigational drugs with anti-CMV activity.

**Mechanism of action**

Letermovir is highly specific for human CMV, as it has no activity against other herpesviruses or any other virus.43 Mutational analyses indicated that letemovir resistance mapped to UL56. If this finding is sustained, inhibition of the terminase complex by letemovir can be attributed to its specific activity on pUL56.44,45 A sequence variation between amino acids 230 and 370 in pUL56 was identified as conferring letemovir resistance. These are two naturally occurring polymorphisms (L241P and R369S) that alter the inhibitory effect of letemovir on viral replication. The 50% effective concentration (EC50) was increased 160-fold with L241P and 38-fold with R396S.46 These naturally occurring mutations are the only letemovir resistance genotypes identified to date. Neither L241P nor R396S mutation has been selected during the use of letemovir in human studies, suggesting that there may be a high barrier for development of resistance.46

Because it acts through a novel mechanism, letemovir-resistant CMV does not exhibit cross-resistance with currently approved anti-CMV drugs, and remains susceptible to GCV, PFA, and CDF. Interestingly, letemovir-resistant CMV strains also do not exhibit resistance to the other terminase inhibitors (benzimidazoles and sulfonamides). This finding suggests that benzimidazoles, sulfonamides, and letemovir exhibit distinct inhibitory effects on this highly complex terminase complex.44

**Preclinical studies**

In vitro studies that assessed the activity of letemovir on different CMV strains using the classical cytopathic effect reduction assay and green fluorescent protein-based fluorescent reduction assay showed a very potent antiviral drug, which was more potent than GCV by 400-fold in EC50 and 2,000-fold in EC90 values. Its potency declined only slightly after an increase in virus inoculum, suggesting that it could potentially be useful even in the setting of high viral load.38 When tested against GCV-resistant CMV with UL97 mutations (M460I and C603W), letemovir retained its antiviral activity.43 Testing the drug in culture of CMV-infected fibroblasts showed that letemovir has a high efficiency in inhibiting focal expansion of the virus, and thus it can prevent cell-to-cell viral spread. Time-to-drug-addition studies showed that letemovir was effective when added as
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Table 1 Properties of the terminase inhibitor letermovir (AIC246)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecule type</td>
<td>3,4-dihydro-quinazoline-4-yl-acetic acid derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism of action</td>
<td>Inhibits terminase complex subunit pUL56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known resistance mutations</td>
<td>UL56: L241P and R369S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-resistance with other antivirals</td>
<td>None identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum of activity</td>
<td>Letermovir remains active against CMV strains resistant to the other anti-CMV drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum of activity</td>
<td>GCV remains active against letermovir-resistant CMV strains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical studies</td>
<td>Phase IIa: 27 solid organ transplant recipients with active CMV viral replication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical studies</td>
<td>Findings: doses of 40 mg twice per day or 80 mg daily for 14 days reduced CMV DNA compared with baseline levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical studies</td>
<td>Phase II: 131 CMV seropositive HSCT recipients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical studies</td>
<td>Findings: letermovir groups had lower rates of prophylaxis failure than placebo (60, 120, or 240 mg of letermovir). Virologic failure was significantly lower in 240 mg group compared with placebo (6% versus 36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential use in severe CMV disease</td>
<td>In vitro studies support its potential use in high viral load infections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential use in severe CMV disease</td>
<td>The successful treatment of a multidrug-resistant CMV infection in a lung transplant recipient was reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side effects</td>
<td>Uncommon; letermovir is generally well tolerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side effects</td>
<td>Gastroenteritis, nasopharyngitis, dyspnea, and elevation in serum creatinine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetic parameters</td>
<td>Median Tₘ₉ was 1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetic parameters</td>
<td>Mean terminal t₁/₂ of 10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetic parameters</td>
<td>With food, median Tₘ₉ 4 hours, and Cₘ₉ was reduced by 24%, but the area under the curve was unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosing</td>
<td>Once-daily dose of 120 mg or 240 mg would achieve desirable levels without compromising its tolerability profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug interactions</td>
<td>No significant drug interactions (only moderate increases in the levels of midazolam, tacrolimus, and cyclosporine were observed among healthy volunteers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential future applications for letermovir</td>
<td>CMV prophylaxis of solid organ and stem cell transplant recipients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential future applications for letermovir</td>
<td>First-line or second-line in the treatment of CMV disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential future applications for letermovir</td>
<td>Treatment of severe, multidrug-resistant CMV disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CMV, cytomegalovirus; GCV, ganciclovir; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplant; Tₘ₉, time to maximum serum concentration; Cₘ₉, peak serum concentration; t₁/₂, terminal half-life.

late as up to 57 hours after infection (compared with only 33 hours for GCV); this is presumed to be likely due to its effect during the later stages of viral replication (compared with GCV).

Letermovir has not shown any in vitro activity against herpesviruses other than human CMV, and the drug is also not active against murine or rat CMV.¹⁶ In vivo studies using a mouse xenotransplant model (transplanted with a Gelfoam sponge with infected human CMV cells) demonstrated that letermovir produced a statistically significant dose-dependent reduction of CMV titer in the transplanted cells (which was superior to VGCV).³⁸

**Human clinical studies**

In a dose-finding Phase II study, the efficacy and safety of letermovir prophylaxis was compared with placebo in a cohort of 131 CMV seropositive recipients of HSCT from matched related or unrelated donors from 19 transplant centers in Germany and the USA. In this trial, different doses (60, 120, or 240 mg) of letermovir were compared with placebo for 12 weeks after stem cell engraftment. In a modified intention-to-treat analysis, the all-cause prophylaxis failure (defined as CMV infection or study drug discontinuation) was lower in all three groups that received any of the three doses of letermovir compared with 64% with placebo.
However, only the groups that received letermovir 120 mg and 240 mg daily achieved a statistically significant difference when compared with placebo, with a combined failure rate of 29% \( (P=0.002) \). Virological failure, defined as detection of CMV DNA during study drug administration, was significantly lower in the 240 mg letermovir group when compared with placebo (6% versus 36%).

In another Phase IIa randomized, controlled, open-label study performed in multiple centers in Germany, letermovir was given to 27 kidney transplant recipients as pre-emptive treatment for asymptomatic CMV viral replication that were detected by surveillance. In this study, letermovir at doses of 40 mg twice per day or 80 mg daily were given for 14 days, and this was compared with the local standard of care (which is VGCV). By day 15, all the three groups demonstrated significant declines in the number of copies of CMV DNA when compared with baseline. This clinical trial was designed as a proof-of-concept study with a small sample size, and many variables such as immunosuppression were not equally distributed given its open-label nature. However, none of the patients in this study developed CMV disease and there was a log10 drop in CMV load at the end of the 14 days of letermovir treatment (which is comparable with VGCV). Interestingly, there was a slower decline in CMV load in the letermovir group compared with VGCV (11 versus 4 days). This may be in part due to the fact that letermovir does not prevent CMV DNA production, but instead, it only inhibits its packaging into virions. A potential consequence of this finding is that viral load measurement may not be truly reflective of its antiviral efficacy during the first few weeks of letermovir treatment. Three patients in this pilot study had mutations in UL97 or UL54 (which conferred resistance to standard CMV drugs) and all of them responded appropriately to letermovir.

Letermovir was used in a compassionate program for treatment of severe CMV disease in a lung transplant patient with prolonged disseminated disease due to multidrug-resistant CMV \( (A594T, C603W \text{ UL97 } \text{ mutations; V715M and A987G UL54 } \text{ mutations}) \). The patient had failed to respond to standard treatment with GCV, VGCV, PFA, and CDV, off-label treatment with leflunomide, and compassionate use of CMX-001 (brincidofovir). The patient was eventually treated with letermovir, initially using a 120 mg daily dose but later escalated to 240 mg daily when there was no apparent response. At 4 weeks, the CMV load declined to a level below the limit of quantification and with symptom resolution. Reduction in the degree of immune suppression may also have facilitated the virological and clinical response in this case.

Currently, letermovir is being evaluated in a placebo-controlled Phase III clinical trial for the prevention of CMV infection and disease in allogeneic HSCT recipients. The primary outcome of this study is the proportion of participants with clinically significant CMV infection through week 24 after transplantation. The study is expected to complete in January 2017 for primary outcome review.

**Tolerability profile**

The target of letermovir, the viral terminase complex, is unique to herpesviruses and the drug is not known to bind to human cells, so direct toxicity in humans is anticipated to be low. The few early phase clinical trials of letermovir so far have reported a low incidence of adverse effects. Data from over 260 patients who have received letermovir in Phase I
and II clinical trials showed no major changes in vital signs, electrocardiographic findings, or laboratory markers. In the Phase II trial that evaluated three different doses of letermovir compared with placebo in HSCT recipients, the drug was well tolerated, and the reported drug-related side effects were more common in the placebo group (33% versus 17% in the letermovir group). The most common adverse effects were gastrointestinal symptoms (but were also as common in the placebo group). The rate of neutropenia was very low (when indirectly compared with the neutropenia associated with the use of VGCV, 6% versus 58%, respectively) and similar to placebo. In the study of kidney transplant recipients who received 80 mg of letermovir daily, the overall rate of adverse events was high (74.1%), but the majority of these events were not believed not to be due to letermovir. Gastroenteritis, nasopharyngitis, dyspnea, and elevation in serum creatinine were reported as potential side effects of letermovir, while other serum chemistries and hematological profile were no altered. The lung transplant patient who received letermovir 120 mg daily for 16 days tolerated the drug well, and there were no major adverse effects when the dose was doubled to 240 mg daily.

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
Systemic exposure to letermovir was measured in a Phase I single dose-escalation trial in healthy volunteers, where participants received letermovir at doses from as low as 5 mg up to as high as 320 mg daily. There was an increase in measured systemic exposure to letermovir for doses up to 240 mg daily, but there were no further increases observed for doses higher than 240 mg daily. The median time to maximum serum concentration (T\text{max}) was 1.5 hours, with a mean terminal half-life (t\text{1/2}) of 10 hours. When taken with food, the median T\text{max} was delayed to 4 hours, and peak serum concentration was reduced by 24%, although the area under the curve remained unchanged. Once-daily dosing did not differ from twice-daily dosing in terms of T\text{max} and t\text{1/2} parameters.

Transplant patients with subclinical CMV viremia who received letermovir 40 mg twice per day and 80 mg daily achieved stable letermovir trough levels at day 4 of treatment, and the trough levels at this doses were consistently above the 90% effective concentration (EC\text{90}) of the drug. There was minimal intra-individual variability, and the drug levels were not affected by hemodialysis. When letermovir was tested in healthy volunteers, there were moderate increases in the levels of midazolam, tacrolimus, and cyclosporine. However, in the Phase IIa trial, no significant drug interactions were observed in patients on multiple medications. The subject treated for severe multidrug-resistant CMV disease with 240 mg daily of letermovir was on tacrolimus as part of his immunosuppression regimen, and no dose adjustment was required.

Based on the pharmacokinetic data and safety profile of letermovir obtained from early phase clinical trials, it appears that a once-daily dose of 120 mg or 240 mg would achieve desirable levels without compromising the tolerability profile. Although no definitive clinical data are yet available regarding its efficacy, it appears from the Phase II studies in kidney and allogeneic HSCT recipients that a 240 mg daily dose of letermovir should be tested further in clinical trials.

Potential clinical applications of letermovir
Letermovir can potentially be used for prevention and treatment of CMV infection in transplant recipients. Given the lack of hematological side effects with letermovir, it has a promising potential role in CMV prophylaxis in allogeneic HSCT recipients. This is currently being evaluated as part of a Phase II trial (to be completed in 2 years). Another potential role of letermovir is in the treatment of active CMV replication, as suggested by the early-phase trials and a proof-of-concept trial in kidney recipients. The treatment of clinically significant CMV disease, in particular of multidrug-resistant CMV, represents another promising treatment indication of letermovir. Furthermore, given its lower risk for adverse effects compared with the currently approved drugs, letermovir may potentially replace the nucleoside analogs as a first-line drug for prevention and treatment of treatment-naive CMV disease. One downside for clinical use is the lack of activity against other herpesviruses, which also commonly reactivate in transplant recipients.

Conclusion
Letermovir is a novel terminase complex inhibitor that appears to be a promising agent for the prevention and treatment of CMV in transplant recipients. It is highly specific against human CMV, and its potency in vitro appears to be greater than GCV. Initial studies indicate its potential for prophylaxis and treatment of CMV. Its low adverse effect profile makes it ideal as a first-line drug, if it is eventually proven to be efficacious against CMV infection. Its unique mechanism of action makes its effective even against CMV with resistance to GCV, CDV, and PFA. These characteristics open many possibilities for letermovir in the future, including its potential to be used as primary prophylaxis in allogeneic HSCT recipients. Its unique property of CMV specificity, however, would require patients to be on other
antiviral drugs for the prevention of other herpesviruses such as herpes simplex. Phase III trials are currently underway, and there is cautious anticipation that this novel drug will emerge from these clinical studies as a “new kid on the block” for the management of CMV infection in the vulnerable transplant population.
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